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Graphical abstract
Highlights






Optical properties and molecular diversity of DOM across Chinese lakes were
analyzed.
Diverse DOM sources for humic-rich and protein-rich lakes across large-scale
regions were firstly revealed.
Natural and anthropogenic factors affecting regional DOM chemistry were evaluated
quantitatively.
Linkages between DOM optical properties and aquatic carbon parameters in Chinese
lakes were established.

Abstract:

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) plays an essential role in the global carbon biogeochemical cycle
for aquatic ecosystems. The complexity of DOM compounds contributes to the accurate monitoring
of its sources and compositions from large-scale patterns to microscopic molecular groups. Here, this
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study demonstrates the diverse sources and compositions for humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes
for large-scale regions across China with the linkage to optical components and molecular
high-resolution mass spectrometry properties. The total fluorescence intensity of colored DOM
(CDOM) for humic-rich lake regions (0.176 Raman unit; R.U.) is significantly (p<0.05) higher than
that of the protein-rich lake region (0.084 R.U.). The combined percentages of CDOM absorption
variance explained by the anthropogenic and climatic variables across the five lake regions of
Northeastern lake region (NLR), Yungui Plateau lake region (YGR), Inner Mongolia-Xinjiang lake
region (MXR), Eastern lake region (ELR), and Tibetan-Qinghai Plateau lake region (TQR) were
86.25%, 82.57%, 80.23%, 88.55%, and 87.72% respectively. The averaged relative intensity
percentages of CHOS and CHONS formulas from humic-rich lakes (90.831‰, 10.561‰) were
significantly higher than that from the protein-like lakes (47.484‰, 5.638‰), respectively. The more
complex molecular composition with higher aromaticity occurred in the humic-rich lakes than in the
protein-rich lakes. The increasing anthropogenic effects would significantly enhance the sources,
transformation, and biodegradation of terrestrial DOM and link to the greenhouse gas emission and
the carbon cycle in inland waters.

1. Introduction

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) with autochthonous and allochthonous origins, as one of the largest
pools of carbon cycling in freshwater ecosystems, plays a ubiquitous role in biogeochemical
processes and ultimately affects the global carbon cycles (Jaffé et al., 2013; Meng et al., 2013;
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Huang et al., 2017). The chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM), a significant fraction of
DOM with optical functions (absorption of the ultraviolet and visible region) and parts with
fluorescent properties, could be used as a potential proxy to assess the organic pollution and human
activities effects at large spatial scales (Chen et al., 2003; Stedmon and Bro, 2008; Shang et al.,
2021). Many regions across China have been undergoing rapid social development and urbanization
(Han et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020; Shang et al., 2021), which would increase the pollutants from waste
discharges and fuel carbon emissions. In addition, CDOM could produce an unpleasant smell to
influence the water quality and form carcinogenic by-products to increase the risk of causing cancer
(Zhou et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2021). However, the complexity of CDOM compounds limits
understanding of the accurate monitoring of CDOM sources and compositions for large-scale
patterns (Ishii and Boyer, 2012; Wang et al., 2015).

CDOM is closely linked to the relative concentration of DOM and is generally used to assess the
relative levels of DOM (especially dissolved organic carbon; DOC) and trace the sources, cycling,
biogeochemical processes via the optical properties of aquatic environments (Yu et al., 2010; Hestir
et al., 2015). Generally, the allochthonous CDOM primarily consists of humic substances, and
autochthonous sources includes more protein-like and tryptophan-like components through terrestrial
input, in-situ primary production, photo-degradation and biological transformation processes in
natural waters (Mostofa et al., 2009). The utilization of excitation-emission matrices (EEMs) of
CDOM with the techniques of parallel factor (PARAFAC) analysis is widely considered to be a
sensitive way to elucidate the qualitative fraction variations of fluorescent CDOM (FDOM)
components for inland waters (e.g., Lyu et al., 2020). In recent decades, Fourier transform ion
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cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) with ultra-high resolving power and accuracy
is becoming a powerful tool to study the molecular composition for DOM samples of inland waters
(e.g., He et al., 2020a). With the help of the aromaticity index (AI), molecular lability index (MLB),
and the classification of multiple molecular groups, including polycyclic aromatics, highly aromatic
and unsaturated compounds and saturated compounds, FT-ICR MS is helpful to demonstrate the
bioavailability and degree of refractory degradation for aquatic DOM import and degradation
processes for carbon biogeochemical cycles (Koch and Dittmar, 2006; He et al., 2020b). Studies
have found that the contributions of humic substances account for 14–90 % of total DOM in lakes
(e.g., Mostofa et al., 2009). Therefore, many studies have started to address the significant variations
in the spatial and temporal CDOM concentration and sources in reservoirs and lakes through the
absorption and fluorescence properties (Zhou et al., 2017; Shang et al., 2019). Both humic-like and
protein-like components were widely detected in FDOM from various aquatic ecosystems (e.g., lakes,
reservoirs, and rivers). However, little is known about the detailed differences in composition

sources and factors between humic-like matters and protein-like matters of DOM for
large-scale regions. Thus, studies are needed for characterizing the linkage between DOM
components and their factors to quantify the role of inland waters in the global carbon cycle
from both large-scale regional and molecular perspectives (Wang et al., 2015).

CDOM is one of the most critical optically-active components of DOM. Its chemical composition,
sources, and photochemical or microbial processes are affected by natural and anthropogenic
stressors (Shank et al., 2010; Shang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020; Du et al., 2021). The climate
conditions and landscape properties are highly structured in space over regional to global scales, and
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a strong influence of these factors should induce spatially structured patterns in lake DOM at large
spatial scales (Hijmans et al., 2005; Lapierre et al., 2016). The significant variations of regional
patterns such as climate factors and geographical locations along with the land use and land cover
change (LULC) would bring terrestrial input of organic pollutants to aquatic systems and also affect
its photochemical transformation (Tzortziou et al., 2015; Yates et al., 2019; Shao et al., 2020).
Moreover, the increase of urbanization development with the LULC would influence the variations
of terrestrial organic composition and microbial degradation processes (Aufdenkampe et al., 2011).
Studies have shown that the land-use types contribute to DOM chemical and compositional
complexity (Wilson and Xenopoulos, 2009; Piirsoo et al., 2012; Lambert et al., 2015). Meanwhile,
human disturbance such as sewage and industrial wastewater discharge also affects the DOM
loadings significantly (Graeber et al., 2015; Yates et al., 2019). Even though these concepts have
been well proposed for past decades, which and to what extent these landscape and environmental
drivers would affect DOM composition and sources in large-scale regions remain elusive. The
unaddressed gap would affect the large-scale spatial structuring of lake carbon cycling (Lapierre et
al., 2016). In the current stage, the study of CDOM distribution of lakes across China generally
centered on regional classical lakes or rivers; the potential factors for the large-scale regional
variations have not been recognized comprehensively. Moreover, the linkages among the CDOM
sources, greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), and sediment organic carbon burial have not been
investigated in previous studies, which would be critical for considering the regional carbon cycling
models.
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In this study, the EEMs with PARAFAC analysis and FT-ICR MS are combined to understand DOM
compositions, sources, and the spatial distribution for lakes across China. The main objectives are to
(a) evaluate the variations in DOM composition and distribution across national-scale regions, (b)
determine the primary climate, landscape, and anthropogenic drivers over large spatial regions across
China (c) explore the main factors (natural versus anthropogenic) on the lake DOM chemistry across
China.

2. Methods and materials

2.1 Study sites and field sampling

The lakes of China are well classified into five spatial region patterns due to the significant
variations in land cover types and climate conditions (Ma et al., 2011; Shang et al., 2019). They
are Northeastern lake region (NLR), Inner Mongolia-Xinjiang lake region (MXR), Tibetan-Qinghai
Plateau lake region (TQR), Yungui Plateau lake region (YGR), and Eastern lake region (ELR). Most
lakes in NLR are located in plain areas, and salinity and agricultural activities would affect the lakes
significantly (Song et al., 2019). The MXR region has low precipitation and arid climate conditions
in which the sunlight is intensive. The ELR is the most developed region of China, and it is also with
a large density of lakes and human population. The YGR is in a high-altitude area and there are a
significant proportion of tectonic lakes. The TQR is in the zone of extreme climate with an altitude
of over 4km and intense sunlight radiation. The representative lakes were selected based on both
natural and anthropogenic conditions as well as watershed characteristics. 1165 samples were
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collected from 256 lakes between 2015 and 2019. The in-situ parameter measurement, including
GPS, pH, salinity, secchi disk depth (SDD), is carried out using a GPS receiver, YSI 600 XLM
Sondes (YSI Inc., Yellow Springs, OH), and Secchi disk. The water samples were filtered as soon as
possible at the nights of each sampling date in the hotel immediately for each campaign. The water
samples of CDOM and the filter membranes for other water quality parameters (TSM, Chl-a) were
stored in the car refrigerator at 4 °C and transported to the laboratory as soon as possible. The
sampling sites of lakes across China are shown in Fig. 1.

2.2

Laboratory measurement

2.2.1 Water parameter measurement
The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration was determined with Shimadzu TOC-5000
Analyzer after being filtered with a 0.4 µm microporous membrane filter in the fieldtrips. The
Chlorophyll-a concentration (Chla) was measured with the extraction of 90% acetone solution. The
total suspended matter (TSM) was measured with gravimetrical methods with the pre-combusted 47
mm Whatman GF/F glass fiber filters. The concentration of total phosphorus (TP) was determined
spectrophotometrically after digestion of the samples with alkaline potassium persulfate (Clesceri et
al., 1998; Shang et al., 2019). The detailed procedure for water chemical parameter measurement is
shown in the document of supplementary information (SI).

2.2.2 CDOM analyses
The water samples were filtered through 0.2 µm polycarbonate membrane (Millipore) filters under a
gentle vacuum, and the absorption spectra were measured with a Shimadzu UV-Vis
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spectrophotometer from 200 to 800 nm. Meanwhile, the fluorescence excitation-emission matrices
(EEMs) were determined using a Hitachi F-7000 fluorescence spectrometer. The detailed analysis
procedure for absorption coefficient aCDOM(254), aCDOM(250):aCDOM(365) (M), and the PARAFAC
analysis of fluorescence EEMs could be found in SI. The calculation processes of corresponding
fluorescence indices, including humification index (HIX), recent biological autochthonous index
(BIX) and freshness index (β:α) are also shown in SI. The SPE-DOM extracts of studied lake
samples were analyzed using a 9.4 T Bruker Apex-ultra FT-ICR MS (Bruker Daltonics) equipped
with a negative electron spray ionization source. The total molecular numbers, mass range (m/z),
CHO(‰), CHON(‰), CHOS(‰), CHONS(‰), molecular lability index (MLB), double bond
equivalence (DBE), and modified aromaticity index (AI) were analyzed (Dittmar and Koch, 2006,
2016), in addition to molecular formulae groups described by He et al. (2020). The detailed
description is shown in SI.

2.3 Land use, climate condition, and environmental data
To assist with the analysis, a suite of datasets, including land-use data, meteorological data
(precipitation and sunlight time), and socio-economic data (wastewater discharge, sewage discharge,
and fertilizer usage), were assembled within the sampling catchment boundary. The land-use data
were

downloaded

from

GlobeLand

(http://www.globallandcover.com/Chinese/GLC30Download/index.aspx)

(Fig.S4)

30
and

the

meteorological data (average monthly precipitation and daily sunlight time) for the sampling months
(May to October) from 2015 to 2019 were obtained from the National Meteorological Information
Center (http://data.cma.cn/). In addition, the socio-economic data (wastewater discharge, sewage
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discharge, and fertilizer usage) at the city (country) level were obtained from China Statistical
Yearbook and China Statistical Yearbook on Environment (http://data.cnki.net/Yearbook), and the
datasets were transformed to watershed scale level according to the population distribution. The
more specific information is provided in the SI.

2.3

Statistical analysis

Spatial mapping of sampling sites and the types of DOM sources are conducted with ArcGIS 10.1.
The PARAFAC analysis for EEMs was carried out in MATLAB R2016a (Mathworks, USA), and the
three components were compared online through the software OpenChrom (Certain coefficient > 0.9)
(Stedmon and Bro, 2008). Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed via Origin 9.0
(Microcal Software, Inc., MA) using the three PARAFAC components. Redundancy analysis (RDA)
(CANOCO program; Ter Braak and Šmilauer 2002) was used to visualize relationships between
CDOM indices and natural and anthropogenic conditions. Analysis of the contribution of driving
factors to trends in CDOM and fluorescence components of FDOM for different regions is conducted
through random forest regression with R studio. In addition, a spearman correlation analysis was
conducted using SPSS Statistics 22.0 to explore relationships between humic-rich sources and
protein-rich sources of lake DOM across China. Meanwhile, results with p values lower than 0.05
were reported as significant in the linear regression and one-way ANOVA analyses.

[Insert Fig.1 about here]
3. Results
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3.1

The distribution of CDOM absorption and fluorescence intensities

In this study, the EEM-PARAFAC analysis of the lakes across China is carried out, and three
DOM components are identified, including C1 (humic-like component, Ex/EM: 250nm/438nm), C2
(humic-like component; Ex/EM: 230nm/430nm), and C3 (protein-like component; Ex/EM:
280nm/325nm). C1 component is similar to humic-like C peak, which is widely observed in natural
waters (Coble et al., 1996, 2007; Stedmon et al., 2011). C2 component is considered as the fulvic
origin or the terrestrially derived humic-like products (Stedmon and Markager, 2005; Massicotte and
Frenette, 2011; Kothawala et al., 2015). C3 component in the UVA region overlaps the peak T for
tryptophan protein-like sources (Coble, 1996; Walker et al., 2013). The lakes are operationally

defined as humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes according to the PARAFAC result based on
decision tree method and the consideration of land use% and the Heihe-Tengchong Line.
The detailed method is shown in the SI. The total fluorescence intensity (Ft) for humic-rich lake
regions (0.176 ± 0.032 R.U.) is significantly higher than that of the protein-rich lake region (0.084 ±
0.011 R.U.) (p<0.05). The comparison of fluorescence intensity for C1, C2, and C3 among regions is
shown in Fig.2. Significant differences between humic-rich and protein-rich lakes are observed
among and within the regions (p<0.05). The mean aCDOM(254) ranged from 13.95 to 44.71 m-1 among
five lake regions. The mean aCDOM(254) in humic-rich lakes (26.54 m-1) is significantly higher than
that of protein-rich lakes (16.32 m-1) in the same regions (Fig.2b). The significant differences in
aCDOM(254) in humic-rich lakes are observed among regions. In terms of seasons, humic-rich

lakes are dominant for spring, summer, and autumn (Figure S5). In terms of the individual
lake, we have done the result comparisons for eight lakes for four seasons (Figure S6). It is
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found that the fluorescence components of DOM of a single lake changed for different
seasons, which is likely caused by the changing hydrological and climate conditions for
small-scale regions. And this study would focus on the external annual natural and
anthropogenic factors for average DOM components across four seasons in large-scale
regions.

[Insert Fig.2 about here]
3.2

The PCA of CDOM fluorescence properties of lakes across China

The fluorescent components (C1, C2, C3) for all lake water samples in five lake regions across
China, which help determine the degree of separation between the humic-rich lakes and
protein-rich lakes, were further investigated by PCA. The two PCA axes (PC1 and PC2)
explained 93.73% of the total variance in the dataset, with component 1 and component 2
accounting for 67.03% and 26.70%, respectively (Fig.3a). The protein-like component C3 shows
the positive loadings on PC2 with more contribution of sunlight. In contrast, the humic-like
components C1 and C2 show the negative loadings on PC2 with more allochothonous sources
and human disturbance, which could be used to address the apparent separation of the variances.
Regarding the classification of lake types, it is evident that the protein-rich lakes are centered in
the same direction as C3, while the humic-rich lakes are focused on the same trend of C2 and C1.
The PC1 and PC2 show a general clustering of humic-rich types and protein-rich lakes, with
component 1 scores in the range of 0.75 to 4.5 and component 2 scores ranging from -1.0 to 1.5
(Fig.3). In terms of lake regions, the protein-rich samples from TQR lakes were generally
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clustered along the positive axis of component 1, whereas the water samples from the other four
region lakes were generally scattered, with high negative component 2 scores (Fig.3b).

[Insert Fig.3 about here]

3.3

The composition and sources of CDOM in lakes across China

[Insert Table 1 about here]
The composition and sources of DOM would be reflected by the CDOM absorption and fluorescence
properties (M, BIX310, HIX), including the overall aromaticity, the proportion of autochthonous and
allochthonous DOM, and aquatic biological activity. The significant differences for averaged M,
autochthonous index (BIX310), and HIX are respectively observed between the humic-rich lakes and
protein-rich lakes (p<0.05), and the values are shown in Table 1. Meanwhile, for the lake regions, the
comparison of humic-rich types and protein-rich types is shown in Table 2. The averaged HIX, M, and
BIX310 in TQR are significantly different from that of other lake regions (NLR, ELR, MXR, and YGR)
(p<0.05). The significant variances of averaged HIX, M, and BIX310 between humic-like types and
protein-like types in the same regions are shown as well (p<0.05). For both humic-rich types and
protein-rich types, the fluorescence components C1, C2, and C3 show an important relation to CDOM
absorption, DOC concentration, and M (p<0.01). The M value is negatively correlated to the C1
component but is positively correlated to the C3 component. The humic-like C1 is significantly related to
fluorescent indices in humic-like lakes, while protein-like component C3 is more related to HIX and
BIX310 in protein-rich lakes (p<0.01, Table 3).
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[Insert Table.2 about here]
[Insert Table.3 about here]

3.4 The main factors contributing to CDOM composition

The natural factors (precipitation, sunlight), anthropogenic factors (wastewater discharge, sewage
discharge, and fertilizer usage), land use proportion, and aquatic water quality parameters (Chla,
TSM, pH, salinity, etc.) would mutually contribute to the variance of DOM composition and sources
that could be reflected on the changes of CDOM absorption and fluorescence intensities. The
variability of CDOM absorption and fluorescence in various regions can result from multiple
socio-economic and climatic factors (Fig.4). The combined percentages of CDOM absorption
variance explained by the anthropogenic and climatic variables across the five lake regions of NLR,
YGR, MXR, ELR, and TQR were 86.25%, 82.57%, 80.23%, 88.55%, and 87.72%, respectively.
Meanwhile, the percentages of humic-like and protein-like variances (C1, C2, and C3) explained by
the anthropogenic and climatic variables in different regions are higher than 65%. For the NLR
region, CDOM absorption and fluorescence variances are mostly affected by DOC concentration,
farmland%, fertilizer usage, and precipitation. For YGR, except DOC, precipitation, and sunlight
contribute to the fluorescent component of DOM significantly. In terms of MXR, DOC concentration,
Chla concentration, construction%, and sewage discharge affect the CDOM component primarily. In
the region of ELR, the percentages of the construction area and sewage discharge are critical factors
to protein-like components. However, in the high-altitude area of TQR, sunlight time, salinity, and
precipitation contribute to the humic-like components and protein-like components with a large
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proportion significantly.

[Insert Fig.4 about here]
3.5 Characterization of Molecular DOM complexity by FT-ICR MS

The FT-ICR MS analyses for inland lakes across China showed that 10128 and 9071 formulas (on
average) were detected as significantly different from the humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes,
respectively (Table S1, p<0.05). The CHO formulae were most abundant regarding peak count,
followed by CHON, CHOS, and CHONS formulae for all lakes (Table S1). The averaged relative
intensity percentage of CHOS, CHONS formula from humic-rich lakes (90.831‰, 10.561‰) was
significantly higher than that from the protein-rich lakes (47.484‰, 5.638‰) respectively (Fig.5).
The comparison for molecular parameters (Table S1) demonstrated that higher averaged m/z, AI, and
low MLB occurred in the humic-rich lakes. Meanwhile, in terms of the compound-grouped fractions,
higher averaged abundances of black carbon (‰), polyphenols (‰), highly unsaturated (‰), and
CRAM (‰) occurred in humic-rich lakes while higher unsaturated aliphatics compounds (‰),
peptides (‰), sugars (‰), and saturated fatty acids (‰) in protein-rich lakes. The PCA results
explained 73.51% of the total variances of the proportion of intensity-weighted parameters (CHO,
CHON, CHOS, etc.), while 60.16% of the total variances of the formulae groups could be explained
with PC1 and PC2 (Fig.6).

[Insert Fig.5 about here]
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[Insert Fig.6 about here]

4. Discussion
4.1 The natural conditions contributed to spatial variations in DOM sources

The effects of geographical domains and meteorology on the DOM composition and absorption
coefficients in inland waters have been recognized (Fig.4). The significant correlation between C2
and HIX in humic-rich lakes and the similar correlation between C3 and BIX310 show the variability
of DOM sources in different types of lakes (Table 3, p<0.05). In the same regions, the humic-rich
lakes trends to contain more aromatic organic compounds and higher humification levels compared
with the local protein-rich lakes, which illustrates that the protein-rich lakes have more
newly-produced DOM with high biological activities from aquatic biodegradation (Tables 1 and 2)
(Helms et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2020). The surrounding soil type and soil nutrient
would influence the CDOM composition of lakes through allochthonous humic-like substances
(Butman et al., 2014). In terms of climatic conditions, the mean monthly precipitation value is more
correlated to C2 and M in humic-rich lakes (rC2=0.675, rM=-0.643, p<0.01) than that of protein-rich
lakes (rC1=0.305, rM=-0.411, p<0.05), which demonstrate the humification and export of humic-like
materials would increase with the rainfall than that of protein-like materials especially in humic-rich
lakes during the rainfall events (Song et al., 2019; Lyu et al., 2021). The significant contribution of
precipitation to humic-like C1 components in five regions illustrates that surface runoff likely
increases the export of terrestrial DOM from the surface soil layer (Shi et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021).
Generally, the mean monthly precipitation of humic-rich lakes (99.5 ± 13.1 mm) is significantly
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higher than that of protein-rich lakes (83.7 ± 35.6 mm), which would demonstrate that the fast
flushing after intense precipitation would deliver more humic-like matters with the increasing water
residence time (declined groundwater level) and microbial degradation activities from soils (Lyu et
al., 2021).
Most protein-rich lakes are located in high-altitude areas or with strong sunlight intensity. The

significant contribution of sunlight duration to the decreasing C1 components (rC1=0.532,
p<0.05) in protein-rich lakes indicates that solar radiation would decrease the humic-like
fluorescent components of CDOM significantly and increase the relative content of
protein-like components (Shang et al., 2019). The correlation coefficient between sunlight
duration and decreasing HIX in protein-rich lakes (slope=-0.662, p<0.05) is higher than that
of humic-rich lakes (slope=-0.452, p<0.05), which illustrate the humification level tended to
decrease sharply in the protein-rich lakes for strong sunlight with the preferred degradation
processes and the release of small molecular weight CDOM (Mostofa et al., 2009; Shao et
al., 2020).
4.2 The influences of anthropogenic factors on DOM variations in lake regions

The DOM in lakes is generally affected by anthropogenic factors, including the land use of
watersheds and human activities besides the natural conditions (Sobek et al., 2007; Xia and Zhang,
2011). In this study, the DOM absorption and fluorescent components are affected by various
anthropogenic activities and land use types in different regions. The percentage of land use for
humic-rich lakes is significantly higher than that of protein-rich lakes (p<0.05). The protein-rich
lakes are distributed in the regions with more bare land area %, and the C3 component is
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significantly related to bare land area% (r=0.67, p<0.05). Also, according to the Heihe-Tengchong
population Line (Figure S4), the protein-rich lakes are generally distributed in the northwest of the
line (87%) and the humic-rich lakes are generally distributed in the southeast of the line (83%). In
the eastern regions of China, increasing anthropogenic land-use %farmland and fertilizer usage
contributes significantly to the terrestrial humic-like C1 component and CDOM concentration,
which indicate the agricultural activities as the dominant land use type to export more terrestrial
humic-like DOM and nutrients to lakes across these regions (Antony et al., 2017; Morling et al.,
2017; Roebuck et al., 2020; Sankar et al., 2020). Moreover, our result that the %construction and
sewage discharge has a higher contribution to the protein-like DOM component across different
regions indicates human activities are essential sources of importing FDOM to lakes with rapid
social development (Meng et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2020).
Human activities likely contribute both allochthonous (terrestrial) and autochthonous DOM to
all lakes for the observed tight correlation between C1 (C3) and sewage (wastewater discharge) in all
sampled lakes (p<0.05). The decreasing M with increasing sewage discharge for protein-rich lakes
(p<0.05) indicated that the DOM in protein-rich lakes is contributed by urbanization significantly
besides the natural sunlight conditions (Liu et al., 2020). Therefore, anthropogenic factors and
natural factors such as land use, human activities, precipitation, and sunlight contribute to variations
for DOM components between humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes comprehensively for the
overall trend. However, the detailed seasonal variations in DOM components should consider
seasonal climate and hydrological conditions for different locations.
4.3 The linkage between molecular composition and DOM sources
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With the optical and molecular composition obtained in the same study, the linkage between optical
and molecular composition is explored. The high S-contained formulae (CHOS and CHONS) and
N-contained formulae (CHON2 and CHON3) for humic-rich lakes (Table S1) also suggest the high
abundances of heteroatoms organic matter input from agricultural activities and urbanization in the
effluent (Gonsior et al., 2017; He et al., 2019). Meanwhile, the correlations between C3 and
S-contained formulae (N-contained formulae) (Fig. 6a) indicate the strong coupling between the
production of newly-produced autochthonous organic matter and the anthropogenic derived sources
in protein-rich lakes. The humic-like components C1 and C2 are highly correlated to formulae
groups usually with higher molecular weight, including black carbon-like compounds, polyphenols,
and highly unsaturated compounds. The protein-rich lakes are characterized by high percentages of
smaller molecular peptides, sugars, and saturated fatty acids, which are possibly photo-degraded
products with higher biolability and strong autochthonous algal or phytoplankton activities and
microbial processes (Stubbins and Dittmar, 2015; D’Andrilli et al., 2015). The strong autochthonous
signature from the molecular level in protein-rich lakes is also consistent with higher BIX values
observed. The significant negative correlation between C3 and AI (p<0.05) suggests that the
newly-produced molecular formulas from protein-like lakes tend to be more bioavailable for
microbial activity. In contrast, the humic-rich lakes contain more aromatic formulas with a higher
degree of aromaticity and humification. The terrestrial humic-like component C2 is closed related to
the percentage of black C and polyphenols (Fig. 6b), which indicates the high aromatic levels for
anthropogenic input from human sewage-related organic matter or vascular plant-derived terrestrial
organic matters (Jaffé et al., 2013; Seidel et al., 2015; He et al., 2019, 2020b) for humic-rich lakes.
The significant correlation (p<0.05) between C2 and AI (HIX) indicates that the humic-like organic
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matter with a high mass range was dominant in DOM compositional compounds. Meanwhile, higher
percentages of O3S and O5S compounds, and unsaturated aliphatic compounds in protein-rich lakes
demonstrated that the sewage and crop runoff or surfactant-like compounds from human activities
likely contributed significantly to protein-like CDOM in addition to the freshwater phytoplankton or
algae-derived autochthonous DOM (He et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). Variations of complex DOM
sources with severe anthropogenic input for inland lakes across China are characterized on both
fluorescence and molecular levels. Therefore, combining multiple complementary methods could
provide a better perspective of DOM cycling in inland water at the regional scale.

4.4 Implications for carbon cycling in inland waters and further considerations

[Insert Fig.7 about here]

Freshwaters are considered as an important source of greenhouse gases (GHGs) (Li et al., 2018),
generally released from soils to surface waters and rapidly evaded into the atmosphere as physical
gas exchange (Oquist et al., 2009). The changes in CDOM sources and compositions are related to
the biogeochemical cycle and energy ﬂow of ecosystems (Williams et al., 2016) and are involved in
the carbon budget, potentially affecting GHGs emissions (Zhou et al., 2018; Emilson et al., 2018).
However, the variations of CDOM sources within regions due to the various anthropogenic and
natural stressors would affect the spatiotemporal variability of aqueous carbon processing (Li et al.,
2020). In our study, the carbon emissions for administrative regions of humic-rich lakes are
significantly higher than those of the protein-rich lakes (Fig. 7, p<0.05), which indicates that fuel
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carbon emissions (CO2 emissions for fossil fuel raw coal, crude oil, natural gas, cement) along with
economic development would affect the CDOM fluorescence as the fossil fuel compounds and
secondary organic aerosol from terrestrial imports are detected in waters (Mitra et al., 2017). As the
humic-rich lakes are generally located in the east of China (40% of the population from The seventh
Census of China) with rapid urbanization, this result indicates that humic-rich lakes trends to be
formed in the regions with more anthropogenic activities, while protein-rich lakes are located in the
western regions (27% of the population from The seventh Census of China) with a low density of
population and few human activities with extreme climate conditions.

Based on the RDA analysis of natural and anthropogenic conditions for CDOM fluorescence
components, the RDA analysis explains 69.2% of the variations. The humic-like CDOM are
positively correlated to fossil fuel gas emission and precipitation, while sunlight contributes to the
protein-like C3 components (Fig.8a). The significant correlation between humic-like components
and fossil fuel gas emission (p<0.05) indicates that the anthropogenic carbon emission is a path to
import organic matter to water surface through the land-atmospheric and water-atmospheric
exchange (Yu et al., 2018). The humic-like components are positively related to the primary and
secondary industries that generally are the dominant industry structure in less developed regions with
more usage of fossil fuel, which demonstrates that the composition of DOM could be a potential
proxy to reflect the intensity of regional industry structure and levels of economic development
(Shang et al., 2021).
To explore the relationships between CDOM fluorescent components and the aqueous carbon cycles,
the datasets for DOC storage, annual CO2 equivalents, carbon burial capacity, and organic carbon
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accumulation rate of five lake regions of China are collected from previous studies (Table 4). The
RDA analysis explains 65.1% of the variations (Fig.8). The humic-like components are positively
correlated to the organic carbon accumulation rate (OCAR), and the OCAR is previously
demonstrated to be related to socio-economics and temperature (Yu et al., 2018). We suggest that
DOM derived from human activities is important for carbon burial in lakes (Stackpoole et al., 2014).
For instances, the DOM compounds with carboxylic and hydroxylic groups (usually biologically
recalcitrant) are preferred to be adsorbed on mineral surface of particles and finally deposited in
sediments (Kothawala et al., 2012). Moreover, previous research showed that there was a positive
relationship between the contents of recalcitrant DOC and total OC in sediments (Schmidt et al., 2009,
Wang et al., 2021c). Therefore, our result indicates that the humic-rich lakes trend to become
increasing carbon pools along with increasing anthropogenic activities and precipitation (Heathcote et
al., 2015). Meanwhile, the humic-like component C1(or C2) is related to annual CO2 equivalents,
indicating that humic substances with high terrestrial influence promote more heterotrophic CO 2
production than in-lake production, acting as a nutrient subsidy to suppressing primary

production due to light attenuation (Allesson et al., 2020). The highest OCAR for ELR and lowest
OCAR for TQR observed here (Table 4) and in a previous study (Zhang et al., 2017) are likely caused
by that the developed region of ELR has gone through more soil erosion, river damming, and
eutrophication (Kastowski et al., 2011), while the TQR is located at high altitude (with low annual
temperature) and has low primary productivity. The significant amount of DOC storage and annual
CO2 equivalents in TQR is likely related to the terrestrial import based on climate change (Ran et al.,
2021). Therefore, the carbon cycles for Chinese inland waters must consider the significant regional
variations observed in this study. According to previous studies (Table 4), the sum of DOC storage and
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carbon burial capacity for five lake regions exceed the annual CO2 equivalents, which may
demonstrate the importance of Chinese lakes for carbon sink (Keller et al., 2021) and more accurate
measurements of organic carbon sources, gas emission, and burial capacity are needed for better
constraining the carbon cycles for both regional and global scales.

[Insert Fig.8 about here]
[Insert Table.4 about here]

5. Conclusions
This study demonstrates the variations of DOM sources and compositions for lakes across China
from large-scale distribution to molecular-scale analysis. Significant variations in optical properties
and molecular composition, including CDOM absorption properties, fluorescent parameters, and
molecular complexity, are observed between protein-rich lakes and humic-rich lakes. The significant
spatial variation of factors influencing CDOM components in different regions is mainly caused by
natural conditions and anthropogenic activities. However, the dominant influencing factors differ
across five regions and between protein-like and humic-rich lakes. The complex molecular variations
for humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes are observed, and the alterations of spatial sources and
molecular composition of DOM in inland lakes are linked to protein-like components and humic-like
components. These spatial variations are essential to consider to better quantify the role of Chinese
inland waters in the global carbon cycle. The combination of multiple complementary methods in
this study provides a comprehensive perspective of DOM cycling in inland water at the regional
scale, and helps predict the changes in DOM sources with the increasing anthropogenic input at
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larger globalization scales. Nevertheless, further studies need to explore the source-specific markers
and the degradation process (photochemical or microbial degradation) related to molecular
abundances at the regional scale to better understand the DOM signatures with the complex linkage
of natural and anthropogenic influences.
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Table 1 The comparison of averaged absorption and fluorescent property indices for humic-rich and
protein-rich lakes
Types
M
BIX310
HIX
7.612
0.683
10.756
Humic-rich lakes
12.617
1.460
4.117
Protein-rich lakes

Table 2 The comparison of averaged absorption and fluorescent property indices for different regions
Regions/Types
HIX
M
BIX310
14.701

6.314

0.652

Humic-rich

NLR

17.649

5.985

0.548

Protein-rich

13.515

10.397

0.767

8.653

7.260

0.776

Humic-rich

10.105

5.693

0.509

Protein-rich

4.395

9.349

1.227

9.081

9.544

0.907

Humic-rich

11.513

7.145

0.806

Protein-rich

4.994

11.409

1.266

4.947

16.695

1.263

Humic-rich

7.006

11.595

0.922

Protein-rich

3.723

18.155

1.307

9.146

8.999

0.726

Humic-rich

11.334

7.580

0.625

Protein-rich

5.612

13.288

0.833

ELR

MXR

TQR

YGR

Table 3 The correlation between fluorescent components and CDOM property indices among
different types of lakes
Indices

Humic-rich lakes

Protein-rich lakes

C1

C2

C3

C1

C2

C3

.486**

.373**

.220**

.149**

.270**

.441**

.278**

.250**

.499**

0.000

0.025

.315**

1

.313**

.585**

.313**

1

.697**

.585**

.697**

1

-.469**

-.257**

.693**

.420**

-.208**

-.587**

aCDOM(254)
.484**
.298**
.255**
DOC
-.197**
0.034
0.013
M
**
1
.762
.350**
C1
.762**
1
.546**
C2
.350**
.546**
1
C3
**
**
-.422
-.218
.208**
BIX310
.649**
.236**
-.223**
HIX
** denote statistically significant level at 0.01
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Table 4 The literature estimates of DOC storage, annual CO2 equivalents, OCAR, and carbon burial
capacity of different regions of lakes across China
Types
DOC storage (Tg C)
Annual

CO2

equivalents (Tg C)
Organic

NLR

ELR

MXR

YGR

TQR

China

0.19

0.43

1.75

0.13

13.39

15.89

13.56

18.11

16.96

0.37

79.36

128.36

25.40

30.60

30.40

24.30

14.30

22.00

17.70

98.80

59.40

4.50

89.10

269.50

carbon

accumulation rate
(g/m2 y)
Carbon
capacity (Tg C)

burial
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Reference
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Zhang et al.,
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Fig.1 The distribution of humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes in different regions across
China.

Fig.2 The variation of FDOM (a) and aCDOM(254) (b) for humic-rich and protein-rich lakes across
China.
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Fig.3 The principal component analysis (PCA) results of PARAFAC-based EEMs (a) for different
water types and (b) for different regions.
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Fig.4 The controlling factors of CDOM components for lakes in regions across China
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Fig. 5 The property variations of DOM in lakes. (a) CHON2(‰), (b) CHOS(‰), (c) CHNOS(‰) , (d)
m/z (Da) , (e) MLB(‰), (f) O3S+O5S(‰) (p<0.05; The square represents the mean value, and the
filled circles represent the mean. The horizontal edges of boxes denote the 25th and 75th percentiles,
and the cross represent outliers.)
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Fig.6 The PCA results of molecular complexity and optical parameters (a) for intensity-weighted
parameter ‰ (b) for molecular formulae groups ‰ (c) molecular indices
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Fig.7 The comparison of average annual carbon emissions (2015 to 2019) between the
administrative regions of humic-rich lakes and protein-rich lakes. Note: mt denotes million tons.

Fig. 8 The analysis of RDA for CDOM fluorescent components with a) natural and anthropogenic
factors; b) aquatic carbon cycles.
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